Ford f150 engine coolant temperature sensor

Depending on the year, make and model of your Ford F, the vehicle may have a temperature
sensor and a sender: If the truck as a gauge, it will have both; if not, it will only have the sensor.
The sender may be located in the radiator or near the thermostat housing. Inspect the front,
center of the engine and locate the rear of the thermostat housing. Find the thermostat housing
by following the top radiator hose from the radiator to the block. Place your hand on the sensor
that is mounted in the intake manifold, just behind the thermostat housing. The sensor has a
round plug, which has wires coming from the wiring harness plugged into it. If you remove it,
the base will look like a large bolt that screws into the intake manifold. Push the plastic harness
connector out and lift the wiring harness plug out of the sensor. Using the socket, unscrew the
coolant temperature sensor from the intake manifold. Wipe a thin layer of anti-seize compound
on the threads of the coolant temperature sensor. Screw the sensor into the intake manifold.
Plug the wiring harness back in. Cayden Conor has been writing since She has been published
on several websites and in the winter issue of "QECE. She has an Associate of Science
paralegal from Manchester Community College and studied computer science, criminology and
education at University of Tampa. Step 1 Open the hood of the F Step 2 Inspect the front, center
of the engine and locate the rear of the thermostat housing. Step 3 Place your hand on the
sensor that is mounted in the intake manifold, just behind the thermostat housing. Step 4 Push
the plastic harness connector out and lift the wiring harness plug out of the sensor. Things
You'll Need Set of sockets Anti-seize. The recorded parameters are returned via signals to the
engine control unit, which in turn uses this data to adjust the correct amount of fuel and a
certain ignition angle. Alarm ones with negative coefficient are installed in almost all cars. The
vehicle control unit sends an adjustable voltage 9-volt directly to the coolant temperature
sensor. Depending on the drop in voltage, the resistance on the alarm contacts will drop and
the control unit will immediately fix it. The resistance of the coolant sensor is very dependent on
external factors. These are the air temperature outside the vehicle and various drive
characteristics. For the most correct operation of the alarm system you should use coolant
recommended for a certain time of year, it is expensive, but prolongs the life of your car. There
are a number of ways you can find out what you need to change the sensor. If you have all other
systems in your car, the dashboard will report a malfunction with a light signal. If your car has
computer control, the problem can be detected by decoding the combination on the monitor.
Depending on the year of manufacture of the car, as well as its brand, many car enthusiasts
note the increase in fuel consumption at the engine. If you have a mechanic, not a computer
control system, here are the signals that you need to buy a new coolant temperature sensor:. It
is only important to have at hand a multimeter for measuring voltages although it is not
necessary to know this indicator for initial assessment and resistances, as well as any device
for measuring temperature. Obviously, the last one is draining. All you have to do is drain the
coolant down to a level just below the device position. Next, disconnect the wiring and turn the
sensor with the key The element is a very important element responsible for the coolant
temperature of the cooling system. The essence of its work is to give a signal to the motor
control unit, which regulates the composition of the fuel mixture, as well as the speed of the
crankshaft, as well as the angle of advance of the ignition. It is responsible for the correct
functioning of the cooling system. Although the device itself is quite simple and does not
require expensive maintenance, it occasionally fails. Malfunctions are not quite obvious, as they
coincide with those of some adjacent components. Most often it is installed near the thermostat
or radiator, in some cases the on-board computer uses the readings from both or one of the
coolant sensors, depending on the vehicle brand and model. For example, on the Ford F its
location is in front of the engine compartment. Anyway, the general rule is to open the hood and
search for the front, center of motor the upper radiator hose in order to find a thermostat
housing. The CHT temperature sensor is designed to measure the material temperature of the
unit head. This solution allows for more accurate measurement of this parameter. The data
obtained is sent to the dashboard and shown on the corresponding pointer. The temperature
data is also used to calculate the fuel injection torque and its duration, which varies depending
on the engine heating level. In addition, it is responsible for activating the cooling fan when the
engine heats up to a certain level. The sensor is usually located on the rear of the driver side
cylinder head. It can usually be found in the outlet, but sometimes it is placed directly on the
vehicle thermostat housing. The unit has a special threaded housing where it can be screwed
into. The thermistor itself, as befits the heart of the part, is inside a special case. The material of
the case has a high thermal conductivity. Usually only one sensor is installed at car
dealerships. But there are exceptions. On Ford its location is near the rear of the engine. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Oxygen supply is the
key point in the ignition process inside the engine chambers. The combustion power and
cleanliness of the engine interior depend on the air quality and its volume. For this reason, you

should always When considering Best Oils For 6. Today there are many engine oils from
different Powerful diesel engines and 6. High-quality synthetic oils help protect the engine at
such loads Installation begins by raising the vehicle and removing the tire. Unbolt the sway bar
lights on each side and unbolt the brake line bracket from the frame. There were so many
reviews and negative issues I read when I levelled my They are often located away from
doorways or places where passersby could potentially be accidentally walked on by customers;
such as parking lots or garages. Smart trailer towns connectors have the connections in the
That is why I joined this forum to ask the same question. I have a short 94w box with an
extended 2wd cab with 5. Main Question: I just purchased a 94 F with k on it. So far it looks to
be working quite Manufacturers strive to create the most efficient and durable headlights, which
will replace the old front lighting units. They do it Replacing F Headlights Replacing headlights
is a common thing in car services. Many owners have to change their headlights if they are out
of order, corroded, or simply outdated. The Ford F-series line is very Amazon and the Amazon
logo are trademarks of Amazon. Editorial Staff. Add comment. Facebook Twitter. View all posts.
You may also like. Affiliate Disclosure BallisticParts. Created by Ballisticparts. Best E36
Headlights. Best Oils for Duramax Engine in Best Silverado Headlights. Honda Paint Recall.
Best Tuners for 5. Best Cold Air Intakes for 7. Best Oils for 6. T56 Rebuild Kit. NV Rebuild Kit.
LS1 Rebuild Kit. Best Tires for Jeep Grand Cherokee. NP Rebuild Kit. Nissan Xterra Towing
Capacity. Nissan Altima Oil Types. TCS off Nissan Maxima. Best FRS Headlights. Scion tC
Engine Swap. Scion tC Oil Type. Best Battery for Subaru Outback. Best BRZ Headlights.
Off-Road WRX. Subaru WRX Battery. Best Toyota Tundra Headlights. Best Tacoma Headlights.
W58 Transmission. MR2 Snap Oversteer. Best 5W Oils in Best 5W Oil for Cars and Trucks in
Weathertech Window Deflectors Problems. Best Headlights. An engine coolant temperature
sensor is essential for the optimal performance of your car. With this information, the engine
control module adjusts the air-fuel mixture depending on the temperature. In this article, we will
discuss the most common symptoms of a bad coolant temperature sensor, location,
replacement cost, and how to diagnose it. Like every other component, the ECT sensor can also
get damaged, resulting in several engine-related problems. Hence, it is advised to have your car
inspected right away to avoid any serious problems. One of the first symptoms you will notice
is that the check engine light will activate. If you see a check engine light on your dashboard, it
is time to check the trouble codes with an OBD2 scanner. A faulty ECT sensor can send a false
signal to the onboard computer, resulting in an incorrect air-fuel mixture. For example, a faulty
sensor can send a signal indicating the engine is cold when it is not, and as a result, more fuel
will be used to heat the engine quickly. Some car uses the engine coolant temperature sensor to
control the electric cooling fans. You have two separate temperature sensors for the fans,
dashboard gauge, and engine management in most cars. Due to an incorrect engine
temperature signal, the ECU may enrich the fuel mixture to a point where the combustion
process becomes difficult. The starting moment of a car is very critical when it comes to the
amount of fuel getting injected into the engine. If the air-fuel mixture is faulty, you might find
your car difficult or impossible to start. This fan is electrically controlled and relies on the signal
from the onboard computer. If the fan receives a false signal, the fan might not turn on, causing
the engine to overheat. Some vehicles have a separate coolant temperature sensor for the fan,
but a lot of cars use the same sensor. Due to a faulty ECT sensor, the fuel mixture will adjust
accordingly. This will cause the engine to vibrate or shake when the car is at low speed and lead
to other power losses and strange behaviours. The engine is very sensetive to wrong air-fuel
mixtures at idle and this is a condition when you might notice that something is wrong with
your engine coolant temperature sensor. As we discussed earlier, the engine coolant
temperature sensor can have a hard impact on the air-fuel mixture. A bad air-fuel mixture can
also cause the engine performance to drop drastically. If you feel that the engine performance is
not what it have been before, it may be due to a faulty engine coolant temperature sensor.
Coolant temperature sensors are also known as engine coolant temperature sensors or ECT
sensors. The principle working of this sensor involves the use of an electrical resistance which
measures the temperature of the coolant. These measurements produce essential data for the
engine system of your vehicle. The readings produced from the coolant temperature sensor are
transmitted to the engine control unit , where they are utilized as data for regulating and
maintaining the proper ignition time and the optimal fuel injection through the computerized
approach. The engine coolant temperature sensor is usually located on the engine block or
cylinder head. It is often installed on a plastic hose on the coolants inlet. Different brands and
car manufacturers have different ways of placing the coolant temperature sensor depending on
the car design. Some vehicles may have more than one temperature sensor, as sometimes
different sensors are used to send the signals to the dashboard, cooling fan control, and the
control unit of your engine system. In the case of two sensors, we usually consider the one

sending signals to the control unit as the coolant temperature sensor. There are cheaper ones
on the market also, but I heavily recommend you buying a quality one like Bosch, to skip the
headaches in the future. The replacement is often also quite straightforward, expcept that you
might have to pour out all coolant from the engine and refill it â€” which means that you have to
remove all air from the coolant system, which can be difficult. However, if you are fast replacing
the sensor, there is often no need to tap out the coolant, but this requires some skills. To
diagnose the coolant temperature sensor, you need a repair manual for your car model to find
what measurement values you should expect from the coolant temperature sensor. I have been
working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this
blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web while looking for repair
information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. Poor Mileage. Electrical Cooling Fans
not coming on. Black Smoke from the Exhaust Pipe. Difficult Starting Condition. Engine
Overheats. Poor Idling. Poor Engine performance. What is a Coolant Temperature Sensor?
Coolant Temperature Sensor Location. Coolant Temperature Sensor Replacement Cost. Search
This Site Search. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above.
Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components
and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know
about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates
vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. The electrical
resistance of a thermistor decreases as the temperature increases, and the resistance increases
as the temperature decreases. The varying resistance changes the voltage drop across the
sensor terminals and provides electrical signals to the Powertrain Control Module PCM
corresponding to temperature. Thermistor-type sensors are considered passive sensors. A
passive sensor is connected to a voltage divider network so varying the resistance of the
passive sensor causes a variation in total current flow. Voltage that is dropped across a fixed
resistor pull-up resister in series with the sensor resistor determines the voltage signal at the
PCM. This voltage signal is equal to the reference voltage minus the voltage drop across the
fixed resistor. The ECT measures the temperature of the engine coolant. There are 3 types of
ECT sensors; threaded, push-in, and twist-lock. The ECT sensor is located in an engine coolant
passage. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Ford code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information
above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Ford code? Have
you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. The coolant temperature sensor is what tells
the car's computer what the engine's running temperature is. This will then translate to how the
engine runs. Before the automated systems in vehicles, this was the sole purpose of the
temperature sensor. Now, with this special sensor, the engine will adjust itself so that it runs
smoothly even on the coldest days and does not overheat once the temperature rises. Testing
this coolant temperature sensor, and then replacing it if needed, is a very easy process. The
coolant temperature sensor is located on the engine block under the hood. Pull the latch for the
hood and open it, making sure it is secure before letting go. You will search for the sensor
within the engine block itself, using a drop light if you need help to see it better. Look at the
front of the engine block in the middle of the pulleys. You will see a small terminal sticking out
of the block with a wire lead coming from it. This is your coolant temperature sensor. Check Out
Coolant Sensors on Amazon. Testing the coolant temperature sensor is a very quick process.
With the use of a digital volt-ohm meter you can easily tell if the sensor is faulty or not. Connect
the black lead of the digital ohm meter to a solid grounding. This can be any solid piece of
metal. Next, remove the wire from sensor terminal and connect the red lead to the terminal end
of the coolant temperature sensor. Before turning the meter on, set the digital reading to the
20K range. For the testing process you will need to turn the engine on. Let the engine run for a
full two minutes to allow the engine to get up to running temperature. While the engine is
running you need to be continually checking the digital ohm meter. You are looking for readings
that are more than ohms in variance between a cold and warm engine. If you do not see
anything that is more than ohms in difference, the coolant temperature sensor is defective and
will need to be replaced. If you have a new sensor on hand and want to check it, you can do this
easy test. Connect the black lead of the meter to the body of the cold sensor and the red to the
terminal. You should have a reading of approximately ohms. Check the warm sensor in your
engine. You should see a much lower reading on the ohm meter. If not, then it is not working
correctly. Replacing the coolant temperature sensor is an easy process that anyone can do at
home with some basic mechanic's tools. Be sure the cooling system is not pressurized and
cooled completely. Remove the lead coming from the terminal and loosen the sensor with a

socket or wrench. Replace with a new one and get back on the road in no time. When you
purchase through links on our site, we may earn commissions at no cost to you. We welcome
your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You
may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View
our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. How to Test a Coolant Temperature
Sensor. Written by Tim Bossie. To ensure our content is always up-to-date with current
information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry
experts with years of hands-on experience. What You'll Need. Drop light. Digital volt-ohm meter.
Replacement sensor. Money Saving Oil Change Tips. Related Posts Coolant gauge starts in
high range upon start. Here is a pic of my coolant gauge immediately upon start on m Read
More. New fan clutch not engaging. Same old 92' Ranger XLT with 2. I recently replaced the
thermostatic f Looking for socket with just the right length and depth. I want to replace the
coolant temperature sensor on my truck. When I replac Electric sauna - temperature limit
switch? I have a volt Waterstar infrared dry sauna. It heats up to about Related Posts Need help
identifying temperature sensor. Can anyone identify the temp sensor on this board. I need to
relocate the i Looking for remote temperature sensor for smartphone. I have a small rental cabin
and I am wanting to put a remote temperature se Configure new kind wireless Temperature
sensor with arduino. Hello, I am trying to code a new Wireless Temperature sensor to monitor
How does this improvised coolant temp sender work? Back in , I had an Autometer coolant t
Popular Articles. How a Coolant Temperature Sensor Works. By Sailesh Kumar. How to Install a
Coolant Temperature Sen How to Install a Coolant Temperature Sensor. By Tim Bossie. How to
Replace a Coolant Temperature Sen How to Replace a Coolant Temperature Sensor. By
Margeorie Phil. By Sage C. By Jennifer Aube. Does my truck have a coolant temperature
sensor? Do you. Good morning. It is located on the driver side head at the front by the
alternator under the intake manifold. This guide will walk you through the repair with diagrams
and instructions below to show you how on your car. Please let us know if you need anything
else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thanks Was this
answer. Hello, The engine coolant sensor is located near the front of the engine on the drivers
side. Here is a guide that will give you an idea on what you are in for when doing the job. My
check engine light is on due to this sender not functioning correctly. Like to have never found it
and they kept trying to sell me the wrong one. It is smaller than the parts house tried to sell me.
It is underneath, bind radiator on front of block. Hello, The coolant temperature or cylinder head
temperature sensor is located near the rear of the engine, Here are some diagrams below that
will show you where they are. This guide will help you see what you are in for when doing the
job step by step. My check engine light came on. The mechanic did a diagnostic check and
determined the water temperature senser to the computer was bad. The problem is I can not
locate the senser. I thought it would be located next to the thermostat, but it's not. Do you know
where this senser is located? Computer said my coolant temperature sensor was bad. I
purchased one. Have looked at many diagrams for location. I removed alternator and took out
sensor behind thermostat housing and below about a foot towards center of motor. Have done
small jobs before but cannot find this one. Thanks for help! The sensor I took out is much
smaller in diameter at the threads than my new one. Just make sure you got the correct sensor
and am looking in the correct location. I have run into this many times with people not getting
the correct sensor. This engine has a Cylinder Head Temperature sensor and a lot of stores will
not look this up correctly. There's a whole bunch of problems here. The first one is there is no
drawing that shows the location of the coolant temperature sensors. They do make reference to
two other coolant temperature sensors, but they aren't even shown on the electrical diagrams.
At this point I can't show you were they are, but you will usually find them close to the
thermostat housing at the end of the upper radiator hose. On V-type engines, you might also
find them on the intake manifold. With inline engines, they might be found on the side of the
block. The next problem is there are usually two of them. One is for the dash gauge and will
have just one wire connected to it. The other is for the Engine Computer and will always have
two wires. Ford did have a lot of trouble with the two-wire sensors in the early to mid '90s, but
other than that, temperature sensors have an extremely low failure rate because there's just one
component inside them. It's much more common to find spread or corroded connector
terminals that aren't making a solid connection. The last concern is the diagnostic fault code
did not say to replace the sensor or that it was bad. Fault codes never say that on any brand or
model. They only indicate the circuit or system that needs further diagnosis, or the
unacceptable operating condition. First we have to rule out wiring and connector terminal
problems associated with that part. Also, there are many fault codes that can be set related to
temperature sensors, and they mean very different things. What was the exact fault code
number you're diagnosing? Looks like we found the same diagrams. Hello, If you follow the

upperradiator hose to the engine it will be located within a few inches of the thermostat housing
it may also be located in the thermostat housing. Where to find and replace the Coolant
temperature sensor in Ford F 5. Found this picture, not that great. Follow the arrow. Image Click
to enlarge. Where exactly is the heat sensor located at on the 5. Also, what if anything can
cause it to seem to never register a temperature when start. Is there anything else that can
cause it to not show movement while running or after it has been driven for a long period of
time? Please give me all items that can benefit stronger acceleration or at least to what it should
be. Thank you very much. You must be talking about the engine coolant temperature sensor
located on right front side of intake manifold. Thank you brother, truly appreciate your time and
the picture that shows me so much. You are welcome and thank you for using 2carpros. Good
Luck Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Coolant Temperature
Sensor Content. Engine Temperature Sensor? Sensor For The Gauge. The engine coolant
sensor is a high failure item which is replaced regularly at any repair garage. This sensor is
responsible for causing a computer malfunction which can Asked by j. There Isn't Any
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Ford uses two different temperature sensors.
One is called the engine coolant temperature ECT sensor and the other is the engine cylinder
head temperature CHT sensor. This article concentrates on the engine coolant temperature
sensor see photo below. Here are some specific differences between both of them: The engine
coolant temp ECT sensor measures the temperature of the coolant, the cylinder head
temperature CHT sensor measures the temperature of the metal itself of the cylinder head and
no coolant is involved. Although you can apply this info to any Ford vehicle with a V6 or V8, this
info concentrates on the Ford 4. If your vehicle is overheating, this article won't be of much help
since this test article only diagnoses the ECT sensor. TIP 2: A scan tool with Live Data
capability is the preferred method to test these two diagnostic trouble codes Don't have a scan
tool? Need a scan tool? TIP 3: Some of my testing suggestions involve tests with the engine
running, this means you've got to be on your toes and alert. Think safety all of the time. One of
the things that will help you solve a ECT temperature problem is knowing how it works. In this
section, I'll briefly describe how the voltage drop that the sensor creates is used as the basis for
a temperature reading. The coolant temperature sensor on your Ford vehicle is a thermistor,
which means that its resistance changes with temperature. Here in a nutshell, is how the engine
coolant temperature sensor works:. The engine coolant ECT temperature sensor has two wires.
One receives 5 Volts from the PCM. These 5 Volts are referred to as the 5 Volt Reference signal
in all of the service and repair literature. The sensor's resistance is higher the colder the coolant
is. This causes a higher voltage drop. Specifically and in plain English:. You can measure this
voltage drop the values with a multimeter in Volts DC and with its leads probing the sensor's
wires the sensor must remain connected to its connector. As the engine warms up, the coolant
starts to absorb the temperature, which in turn causes the coolant temp sensor to heat up. The
following table will help you to see this temperature to resistance to voltage drop relationship:.
As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the
Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you
real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3.
Coolant temp sensor's wires are shorted to each other. Coolant temp sensor is bad. PCM is bad.
Coolant sensor's connector has become unplugged from the sensor itself. Here in a nutshell, is
how the engine coolant temperature sensor works: 1. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:.
Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! P is usually caused by a bad
thermostat, low coolant, or a bad ECT sensor. If your F is really low on coolant, it may not have
enough for the ECT sensor to register. If it is so low on coolant that the code is registering, the
engine can be really hot, even though the ECT sensor is reading low temps. Let it cool down
first. Introducing room temp coolant to an engine that is overheating can cause a head gasket to
blow. If the coolant level is fine, the thermostat may be stuck open. The cooling system will
keep the engine running cooler than it needs to run. This in turn will keep the coolant
temperature too cool for closed loop fuel control. You may notice the heater is not working as
well, and that your temperature gauge is not as high as it should be. If the ECT sensor has gone
bad, coolant would still be flowing through the thermostat, and the coolant levels would be full
and cycling. Good luck diagnosing P in your Ford F If there is anything that you would like to
add, please feel free to leave a comment below. It only takes a moment. Bad Thermostat or
Thermostat Housing If the coolant level is fine, the thermostat may be stuck open. Bad ECT
Sensor If the ECT sensor has gone bad, coolant would still be flowing through the thermostat,
and the coolant levels would be full and cycling. I have pulled the code, P and got the
replacement part but need to figure out where it is located. Do you. Remove the RH fender
splash shield. Disconnect the CHT sensor electrical connector. Remove and discard the CHT
sensor. Torque : 97 lb. In 11 Nm Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Can you post a link to

the fender splash guard removal? I have searched the site and cannot find it. Thanks Was this
answer. Here you go. Good luck with the repair. Images Click to enlarge. Do the clips in the first
diagram unscrew or do they pop out? Also are they reusable or do I need replacements? All the
plastic clips pop out. Problem solved. The part was easy to swap out. Took about 30 minutes
from start to finish. I think I wasted more time looking for my ratchet. Thanks for the help.
Cylinder head temperature sensor and putting the engine as overheating. Coolant tank is full no
leaks. Changed the oil last week. Drove about 3 miles engine light came on and radiator light.
The truck then cut back on power. Is the sensor under intake manifold? It s on the back side of
the passenger side head. The best way to get at it is through the passenger side fender well and
removing the fender liner for easier access and fewer curse words, lol. Also inspect the
connector and the wiring for rodent damage! I ve done lots of them for chewed up wiring. Image
Click to enlarge. Thanks I will take a look. That is a possibility if it induces noise into the
electrical system. Check engine light is on telling me to replace the engine coolant sensor Was
this answer. I have included a set of engine sensors in the diagrams down below for you
vehicle. If you have any other vehicle related questions, please, feel free to ask. It's what we do
and why we are here. Where is my coolant sensor located? Good evening, The sensor is located
at the back of the motor. I attached a picture for you to view. Roy Image Click to enlarge. Thanks
Roy and I misspoke, I was meaning the cylinder head temperature sensor. Is it on the back like
the 's? Picture attached. Thanks, recommendation on a socket. Having a tough time getting the
deep sockets I have over the fitting. Never mind, and thanks for all your help with the diagram,
found it impact socket that would work. You are welcome. Always glad to help. Roy Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Coolant Temperature Sensor Content.
Engine Temperature Sensor? Sensor For The Gauge. The engine coolant sensor is a high failure
item which is replaced regularly at any repair garage. This sensor is responsible for causing a
computer malfunction which can Asked by j. There Isn't Any Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Sender Assembly. Included with: Adapter, Tube Assembly, Water manifold.
F; 2. F; 3. F, F, F, F; 6. If your Ford F Super Duty has any of these symptoms, it's a good idea to
let a trained Ford tec
4l80e reverse servo removal
street glide radio
ford f150 theft light flashing
hnician perform an inspection. Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to
your cart, the shipping option will not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option
will now be defaulted at checkout. Select a Trimlevel:. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor.
Ships Fast From St. Louis, MO. Your Price. Fulfillment Options. In Store Pickup. Sunset Ford
Gravois Rd. Louis, MO Shipping Not Available. Dealer Rating: 4. See Reviews. People Also
Bought. A kit. Engine Water Pump Gasket. A component. Connector pipe seal. Included with:
Connector. Sunset Ford. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email Address. Legal Policies
Data Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. Data Agreement While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or
omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales
representative. Prices valid online only! Discounts shown are not valid in-store.

